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ReinftlrCement procedure s have been effective in remedying clu ~sroom prob·
lems. The present method used many of these reinforcement procedures in a
progmrn that maximi zed student re'-ptlnsibility and included behavioral contract·
ing. self·correction. po~itive practice for mistakes. token economy. individualized
codes
conduct. pare ntal fecdbuck. ~elf·selection of exte nsive reinforcers. and
frequent ~tudent-teachcr conference... One-half of the s wdcnt s in a (ifch-grade
class wen: grven the new program while the other half served as a control for I
month rhe mea,ure~ 111cluded report~ uf problems as defined by the 'tudcnt~ a~
well as by the teacher and by independent observers . As compared wnh th e
pretests and the control group, the new program resulted in fewo: r problems as
reporteo by the ~tudcnts. the teachers. and the observers. Greater s tudent and
teacher ..ati~fac tion can be arhicved by a behavior reinforcement program that
empha~i.r.:' the role of the student.

,,r

Behavior modification procedures have been demonstra ted to be effective in improving the conduct and learning of s tudents in the classroom
(see summary by Sulzer and Mayer. 1972). As Winetr and Winkler { 197~)
and O'Leary and Drabman ( 1971) have pointed out. classroom management procedures. sometimes including behavior modification procedure~
as well, typically are directed at controlling the students in line with the
teacher's desires . Yet. it appears that reinforcement procedures lend
themselves very easily to a student-oriented approach (see discussion by
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O'Leary. 1972). s ince positive reinforcement by definition is concerned·
with doing things for the student rather than to the s tudent. T he present
· study attempted to us e classroom behavior modification procedures in
s uch a manner that the student had substantial individual responsibility
and received substantial satisfa ction (reinforcement).
The be haviora l contracting procedures originally developed for adulls
(Sulzer. 1962). ha~ heen extensively used in classrooms for both social
(Brooks. 1974) and academic (Willia ms & Anandam, 1973! behavior, with
the teacher la rgely deciding which behaviors will be designated for
change. The presem study gave the students a large role in establishing
both the social ami academic objectives in the contract.
Another major procedure. also developed initially with adults ( Ayllon
& Az rin. 1965 . 196X). is the token economy procedure. wherein lhl!
student earns points which are exchangeable for subsequent reinforce rc;
that the reacher has decided to make .available CO' Leary & Becker, 1967:
Barrish. Saunders . & Wolf. 1969). The presenl program emphasized the
role of the s tude nt by hav ing the students play a large role in determining
what reinforcers would be available , and for which behaviors. a nd a llowing the -;tudents to re vise these rules continually.
A majo r s trategy in hehavior modification is to praise desired behavior
a nd to ignore misconduct (Thomas, Becker. & Armstrong, 1968). Yel. a~
discussed e lsewhere ( Azrin & Powers, 1975). severe o r persistent mi,.
conduct us ually requires some type of penalty s uc h as time out (Briskin &
Ander~on. 1973). reprimand s (O'Leary & Becker. 1968, 1969) . und Jo,, li t'
points (Bailey, Wolf. & Phillips, 1970). More commonly. in many classe~
tha t a re not reinforceme nt o riented, the teacher uses penalties such liS
criticis m. detention. exclusion from class , spanking, referral to the school
principal. suspension . a nd isolation . The present program. in contrast.
reacted to misconduc t From the perspective of self-correction a nd postt1w
practice. This strategy requires that, when an individual makes a mistake
or m isbehaves. he has to correct or even overcorrect himself and hl
practice the correct mode of behaving. Although one may classify required self-correction as a punishment procedure. the procedure emphas izes restitution a nd educative practice rather tha n subjective aversiveness. Overcorrection, self-correction , and pos iti ve prac tice have been
used with the retarded to teach toilet tra ining (Azrin & Foxx. 1971: Fox\
& Azrin. 1973). correct mealtime behavior (Azrin & Armstrong, 19731.
nonaggressiveness (Webster & Azrin, 1973), and e limination of s tealing
(Azrin & Wesolowski. 1974): and with norma l children to teach toileting.
(Azrin & Foxx. 1974), elimination of bedwetting (Azrin, Sneed, & Foxx.
1974), and proper conduct in a smaU special education class (Azrin &
Powers. 1975}. The present method used the overcorrection and positive
practice strategy in a normal classroom as part of the general objective of
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having the students take the responsibility for their actions rather than
imposing penalties that were designed simply to cause annoyance.
Another feature of the program was the frequent (daily) teacherstudent conference designed to give each student the opportunity to make
continuing changes in his individual program and to obtain frequent
feedback a~ to progre-.s, as has also been true of other behavioral prugrams (McLaughlin & Malaby. 1972). Frequent feedback to the parenr
has also heen used in behavioral programs to structure home-based rernforcemcnt (Bailey. Wolf. & Phillips. 1970). The present program al'n
used thi~ feedback hut reduced some of its apparent aversiveness since
the student was being evaluated on dimensions of behavior which he
himself had selected.
The present study used these behavioral procedures of contracting.
token economy. po,itive reinforcement, teacher-student consultations.
parental involvement. and self-correction in such a manner a~ to
maximize the role of the student in a normal classroom. Each of these
procedures has been used individually in some previous program~ tu
promote student responsibility. The present program used all of these
procedures and modified each of them so as to maximize student' selfdetermination. Also in line with this student orientation, the present study
measured the satisfaction of the student and not merely the satisfaction of
the teacher or outside observers as the dependent variable.
METHOD

Subject.<; and Expnimental Design
Twent)·four 'itudento;. agt:tl 10-1::! yenrs in a regular fifth-grade public school clas~n-,,m
were inclu\led in the "llld\. The teacher had requested assistance after 3 months of the
sehoul )t:ar becau!>e the .. uu.lent!. were uncooperative and fighting during that lime 1h.:
permnnent teacher was assio;ted by a student teacher. The Mudents were divided tnto 1:
mulched r<ur,, matching t-cmg based on the number of problems the teacher scored ,,,r ,,
student on the teacher·,. mung of student problems (described below I. Two of the paar' \\om:
not incluo.led in the dall• unah 'is since one of each pair transferred to another 'chool dunn!.!
the 'uuh leu"'"ll Ill pa1r' ,,f 'tudents with 8 boys and 2 girls in each gn•ur for data an.tl\ "'
Atldnu111.d ,tudcnts entert:d the class during the school year. but were al~o nut mcluJ..-,t •n
the dala analysio;. The numht:r of students in the class averaged about ::!5. A coin '"'~
determined wh1ch member of each pair was assigned to the Regular Instruction v\. the ~.:"
Instruction. The seating was rearranged such that the Regular Instruction ~tudents were
seated on one side of the room and the New Instruction students on the other. To a ..sure the
difference in treatment between groups. the student teacher was primarily responsible for the
Regular ln~trucuon Group. whereas the permanent teacher was primarily re!>pon!lible fur
the New ln,truction Group. The permanent teacher supervised the student teacher to en~ure
that the students in the Regular Instruction Group were being taught in the usual manner
The students were told that a new program was being used and the assignment was based •m
chrutce. The students seemed to accept the difference in procedures the same way that the}
viewed differences in style of instruction between any two teachers. After I month. the
control group was given the new procedure such that all students were now in the new
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program. Measures of student and teacher satisfactions were obtained on the day before the
new program began. again I month later. and finally at the end of the year. 6 month~ later
This design thereby provided a within-subjects comparison for all students in that the pretest
scores could be compared with the post-treatment scores. By initiating the treatment I
month later for half of the students. a partial control was achieved for spontaneous change"
in behaviur by a between-group comparison after the !-month period. The two groups were
conducted concurrently in the same classroom.

Respo11se Meas11res
II 1 ."itmll'nt.t li.ttilllt oj pmhlt>nrs. Each student was given a list of 20 common complumh
by stullcnts unll he circled those that were a problem for him. Examples: getting tu \lu
enough fun activities. the teacher being nice to me. gelling all the help I need.
f21 1'o•twiiC'r'.t fi.,tinlt t~f .ttudt>nt problem.t. The teacher was given a list of 58 comm.,n
complumt\ hy teachel"'i about students. 42 of which concerned conduct problem' and the
remainller c'mcerned classwork problems. For each student. the teacher circled th'"'~
problem' which· applied to that student. Examples of complaints were: fights. argue!> wnh
teachers. breaks KChool rules, doesn't pay attention. school-work messy or incomplete. doe'
not dtl humework.
tJ 1 E.,·prrinrt>lllt•r' ·' ,,b,ft•rt·atimu tlf student beltm•iors. Two observers scored the ~tmlenh
conduct over a 3-day period for a total of 3 hr at random times during the day. The ob,er\'er..
ascertainell from the teacher what the class rules were for that day. then obsened 1t.•·
studenl!t m systematic 'iUccession scoring each student I+ or -1 as to whether he ""'
following the rules at the onset of each 30-sec observational interval. A different student wa~
observed every 30 sec and the observer scored only what the student was doing at the ver)
onset of the 311-sec pel'lull. This method of recording provides a measure that C11n be
interpreted a!l percentage of time spent in the behavior given reasonable allowum:e fur
sampling variability. This measure was taken I month after the treatment group had been m
the new program but the control group was still receiving the usual teaching method.

Teacher's Smi.ffitctions: Class-wide Rules for Swdems
A list of I:! rules wuo; e..tablished as a starting point that all students agreed to folluw"'
please the teacher. These rules were arrived at by having the teacher list the rules that 'he
would like the students to follow. then discussing each rule with the class as a whole • .t!>I..IR~
each student individually for his suggestions and approval. and finally obtaining a conl>eno;u,
or near-c:onsensu~. Dunng the discussion, the initial rules were modified and the studenh
suggested some of their own. 11uch as no hitting and no name-calling, which were adopted.
The teacher deliberately included some desires that would be easily satisfied by almost all
students, such as not being lute for class. as well as some of the more problematic rule' !>Uch
as finishing required work on time.

Student's Satisfactioll: Class-wide Rules for the Teac:lrer
The teacher ugreed tou 'iCt of rules that she would follow for all students. This initial ":1 ,,f
"teacher agreements" was established in the same manner as the initial list of "rule!> for
students." The students stated their desires, each of which was discussed on a class-wide
busis Y(ith each student di!>tussing and making suggestions about each rule. after which tht
rule was adopted on a near-consensus basis in a form that was also agreeable to the teacher
Those rules for the teacher included: (I) a polite reminder by the teacher when a stulleol
forgot an agreement. (21 establishment ofa'list of privileges that would be available to un)
student who met his agreements, (3) individual conferences with the teacher daily if desire".
and at least once a week. (4) the opportunity to self-correct a mistake or misconduct to avo1d
a penalty, (5) constructive, rather than critical, feedback to the student during the individual
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conferences, and (6) the continuing opportunity to make personal or class-wide changes m
the rules.

Individual Rules
The initial class-wide rule~ were modil1ed continuously during the individual conferenc~
periods (described belowJ when the teacher requested changes specific to the individual
student's academic and conduct ~latus. The students similarly requested changes to meet
their individual desires. For ellample. a student might ask for a change in seat location. a
period of time to do reading he has selected, a change in the arrangement of furniture and
materials in the classroom. mnre help in math, that the teacher talk to Jimmy about teasil18.
permission to read a noYel when he finished assigned work early, doing special projech
rather than the regular socJUI ~tudies assignment, etc. The teacher might ask a SpCC'ilic
student to do such things a' e'!.tro work in math. or to participate more in the reading class b~
volunteering at least once each day.

Positive AC'tion Statemt'lrl.f as Rules
In making requests of each 111her. the students and teacher oflen phrased their request!> 10
negative terms such as the 'tudent" requesting that there be no hitting or no criticizing or the
teacher requesting no latene"'· no inattentiveness. no sloppiness. In this program, they were
taught to make all statement' 11f rules refer to what the other person should do, rather than
not do. The rules therefore ~luted that the desk should be clean, the students should help
each otlier. say nice thing~ to each other, be in school on time, etc.

C()ntract Agreemelll
A formal written statement \\<Us used for all agreements between the student and teacher.
Additions and changes were m:•de on this form which was kept in each student's desk. The
contract was signed by the teacher and student at the time of the initial class-wide
agreements. The student and teacher shook hands on the contract which was reviewed at
each individual consultation when the teacher rated the extent to which each agreement was
followed.

lndit•idual Consultation and Feedback to Studt•llts
The teacher proYided a l'>nl!f 1 1~3 mini ccnsultation each day with each student, often m
the course of walking from tmc desk to another. A longer period (5-10 min) was provided
weekly. In these consultatiun,, the teacher reviewed and evaluated the existing agreement\
and exchanged requests \\<ith the students for additions. deletions, and changes in the
agreements. In providing feedback for the agreements, the teacher rated how well the
student had followed each at:rcl!rnent (poor. okay. or goodJ.Iilling in all of the Good mtint:'
first in order to establish a JMNIIYe atmosphere. and stating briefly the basis for each rating.
For example, regarding "Duin(l Nice Things for Others" the teacher might say "That wa'
kind of you. Sue. to help the others move their desks." If the teacher had no opportunity to
evaluate the item. the student rated himself and mentioned the basis for the rating. The
students initiated the consultations if the teacher did not.

.

Reciprocity between Swdent and Teacher
Several procedures were used to promote the feeling of mutual helpfulness between
student and teacher during the individual conferences. (I) They alternated in making rc·
quests of each other, the teacher and student never making a second request until the other
had made one. (2) One could never refuse a request outright, but rather was obligated to
suggest an alternative solution to the problem if the request was unacceptable. Example: "I
can't move the library area to that side of the room, but I could move it over here. Would
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that be all right?'' (3) Before making a request to solve a problem, the individual stated what
was satisfactory about the current situation and then requested an improvement. Example:
Teacher to student. "You are doing well in the math class and you always answer the
question~; I ask. Can vou agree to speak louder so that all of the students can hear you?" Or.
student to teacher, "I like the free time period. Can it be changed to IS minutes instead of ltl
minutes?" (4) In requesting, a solution to a problem, the individual must suggest some
specific procedure for achieving the solution. Example: Instead of !iaying "You don't give
me enough time to &msh my work," a student would be asked to say "I would like to have !I
minutes extra to do my assignment."
Pri••ilc•~:t•s as Reinforcers
A Jist of privileges was established jointly by the teacher and students at the stun 11f the
program for use as reinforcers when the agreements were followed. These included ll('l1'lf·
tunities 'IUch as using 11 tape recorder. going to the library. using a phonograph. le;u.hnll a
spellin[l quiz. and le01ving early for recess or lunch. The students and teacher equally
suggested ~everul pos~ihilities and decided on the acceptability and duration of each thr••uJh
class di~ussion as well as ~ement by eJh student. The privileges were characterized as
daily or weekly. two of the daily privileges being available whenever all agreements had t-een
rated "good" the prev1ous day, whereas, three of the weekly privileges were given t\11 a
similar rating for all agreements the previous week. This initial list of privileges was conunu·
ally revised in respon~ to requests by the teacher or students during the individual con'iulta·
lions.

Cla.<r.mmm

Mttl..t•·up
The make-up or self-correction procedure was taught and role-played whh the studcm-. u!t
a method whereby they cuuld assume adult responsibility for their mistakes or misbehu' 1or
by having them correct the situation themselves rather than having the teacher unilater.tll)
imposmg penalties. Whenever the teacher gave a rating of "poor" or "okay" on the
agreement evaluations. the rating could be changed to a "good" if the student self·C\Irrected
the situution. Similarly. the students were told to self-correct whenever the teacher puinted
out a problem or. bener still. even before the teacher reminded them. The basic rules in the
make-up procedure were Ill to apologize to the person who was upset, reassuring him uf
your good intentions. C!lto tell the person what you will do now to correct the situation. tll
to tell the per!ion what you will do in the future, (4) to state what the rules for proper conduct
are. Examples of this pn~eedure for common problems are as follows. When a student talked
I didn't mean to make so much nosse
out loudly, disrupting a cla.o;s: ••I'm sorry, Mrs.
and disturb you. Next time.l'll be quiet when you're talking or raise my hand first the \loay we
are supposed to do.·· For fighting: .. l.m sorry I hit you, Jill. llike you and you're my friend.
Next time I think you took my stuff. I'll ask you about it first. We shouldn't fight:• For
name-calling: "Jimmy,l shouldn't have bad-mouthed you. You're one of the neatest guys I
know. Next time we argue about something I'll think about what I'm saying. We all agreed not
to call each other name~."

Make-up Plus Positi\'e Practice
The make-up procedure was considered sufficient on the first or second mistakl!. •hi'C·
cially if the incident was minor. If the incident occurred repeatedly, however. a l""lll"e
practice procedure was required in addition to the make-up procedure. Positive rr.t.:uce
meant that the student was required to describe and rehearse what he should do in the future
regarding the problem incident and to practice the appropriate opposite reaction. fur
example, for a repeated instance of hitting another student, the offender would be requ1red
under positive practice to describe to the teacher various alternative verbal statement!~. he
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could make next time and to practice saying them to the teacher such as, ''l'lltell him first
not to bother me, rm busy:· or. "I don't want to fight." Since the opposite reaction to
hitting is helping or praising. practice of the opposite consists of statements such as. "I like
playing with you ... "You're my friend." "Can I help you with that?," "Your clothes look
great ... The proceduro wa~ used for errors or disruptions such as tardiness in class. not
beginning or completing an assignment on time. teasing. making noises in class. running in
the corridor. pushing other 'ltudents out of the way who were in line. etc. First the Mudent
engaged in the make-Ltp procedure Iabove) and then the positive pn1.ctice. The procedure
was conducted either at the time of the incident when convenient for the teacher. or.
otherwise. at a time wtlen the te:u:her had the ltme such as during recess. lunch time. after
school, or u. scheduled privilege period. The procedure wns conducted orally or in writing
and occupied S-10 min. In the very rare instance thu.t a student refused to perform the
positive practice first. he was required to remain for the duration of the period in his seat or
room until he had written out or discussed the appropriate manner of reacting.

Reminder
To encourage seJf.comrul and responsibility, the teacher did not impose penalties fur
omissions or dbruptions. Rather, 11 polite reminder was given to the student pointing out the
existence of the problem. so that the student could spontaneously engage in the correction
or in the make·up procedure described above.

Parema/ F(•edbtl£'k
Feedback and parental involvement were arranged by mailing to the parent a copy of the
teacher-rated student's agreements each week. The parents had been informed by telephone
and by letter of the nature of their child's program. The function of the weekly report v.a'
described a~ providing them with feedback and they wel'e encouraged to give their chti!J
praise and special privileges for good performance to show their pleasure. Since the feeJ·
back report consisted of the teachers ratings cf agreements which the student had made. the
report served primarily as a method of securing parental praise rather than the usual report
of deficits or misbehaviors.

Progress Display
Each student maintained a record of the number of agreements he had satisfied on a graph
which was posted on a cla~s bulletin board. A conspicuous symbol (stars) designated the
fulfillment of u.ll agreement!;. ~o that simple examination of the graph quickly revealed that a
student was fulfilling all of his objectives.

Positil•e Request Procedure
The students and the teacher were taught by role-pluying to precede any crilicl\m ,,r
request for a change with a statement of what was pleasant that the person had been dumg.
This positilie request procedure :1s~ured a positi\'c, plea!>ant context when the student ;1nJ
teacher made agreements. as well as when the teacher reacted to some student misbehav111r.
The students were also encouraged to use this approach when requesting a change of
behavior of other students.
The "usual" method of instruction did not include contracting. nor student establishment
of rules for themselves or for the teacher. nor regular reports to the parents. nor \luJe.lt
selections of privileges. nor the make-up or positive practice requirement. nor the progre'"
display of agreements satisfied, nor lhe positive request requireml!nt. The usual method dtd
include, however, a simple token economy procedure whereby the students earned points
for good behaviors during each week; a free-time period was given on Friday afternoon to
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the students who earned the number of points specified beforehand by the teacher. Dunng
this free time. the students could use a phonograph. a tape recorder, or other recreauonal
ite ms. Problem behaviors were reacted to by warnings, short·term exclusion from the class,
sending the student to the principal, spanki~s. and reports or conferences with the parents.

RESULTS

When the student described his own problem (student's perspective),
about 3.7 problems per student existed for both groups (Fig. 1). After I
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Fta. I. Comparison of the students in the student·oriented group with those in the u'ual
teaching group. The meuliure was the number of problems which existed for the.studenttb
defined by the student. The pretest measure was obtained immediately before the new
program was put into effect. whereas the later measures were obtained I and 6 month' Inter

month. the students in the student-oriented class reported a reduction of
70% to I. I problems whereas the students in the usual-method class h<td a
reduction of only 10%. After 6 months, when both groups were receiving
the new program. the student-defined problems had decreased to HY; ,,J'
the initial level for Group I and to 40% for Group 2. The results from the
teacher's perspective were similar (Fig. 2). The pretest showed that hoth
groups had the same number of teacher-defined problems, 7.2 problems
per student. One month later. the student-oriented students showed a
reduc.tion of 75%, whereas the students in the usual-method class had a
reduction of 38%. Six months later, when all students were receiving the
new program, the problem~, had decreased by 96% for Group 1 and by
87% for Group 2. A 1 test of correlated means after the 1-month period
showed.that the reduction of problems was not statistically significant for
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FIG. 2. Comparison or •he ~ tudents in the student-oriented group with those in the usual
teaching·group. The measure was the number of problems which existed for each stude111 u~
defined by the teacher. The pretest measure was obtained imme,diately before the new
program was put into etTect. whereas the later measures were obtained I and 6 months later.

the control group. whereas the reduction of problems was statistically
significant for the student-oriented group whether the problems were
student defined (p < .0 I) or teacher defined (p < .02). The results of the
observations by the two outside observers confirm thi s difference (Fig. 3).
The observers' records showed that the students in the usual-method
group were not following the rules on 27% of the observations whereas
the students in the s tudent-oriented group were not following the rules on
14% of the observations. The difference between the groups was statistically significant (p < .05>. Calculation of the correspondence of observer
judgment showed that interobserver agreement was 96%.
As a secondary index. questionnaires were given to the parents.
teachers, a nd students for them to rate the program subjectively. On a
scale of 0-5 where ''0" indicated "complete unhappiness'' and ''5 ..
indicated "complete happiness." the parents, teacher and students all
gave an average rating of 4.5 or greater for their happiness with the
program.
DISCUSSION

The present program seemed to succeed in improving classroom conduct by using behavior modification procedures that emphasized the
desires and responsibility of the students. The program reduced the
number of class problems, as seen by either the teacher, independent
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P1o. 3. Comparison of the students In the student-oriented group, "Trentment Oroup."
with those in the usual teaching group. "Control Oroup." The measures were taken I month
after the new procedure wua put Into effect. The measure or not following rules was taken by
two ob!efven and Will baaed on the teacher's definition of the claaswlde rules. The :0
students were equally divided between the two groups.

observers, the parents or most important, perhaps, by the students. The
problems were reduced substantially by about one-half according h> the
independent observers, by about two-thirds according to the student'\,
and by more than 90% according to the teacher. The improvement en·
dured throughout the remainder of the school year.
The improvement in the classroom cannot reasonably be attributed to
the recording bias of the teacher since the measures obtained from the
students and the independent observers also showed Improvement. Nor
can the passage of time reasonably account for the improvement since the
problems had been reported as.existing for the entire 3-month period prior
to the start of the new program and the problems persisted for the
additional 1-month period while the student teacher continued use of the
old procedures. It is theoretically possible that the student teacher was
responsible for the high level of problems during that 1-month period.
This possibility is contraindicated, though not excluded, by the fair !limi·
larity of the response measures during the student teacher's use of the uld
method to the permanent teacher's earlier use ·of the old method. F'lr
example, when the student teacher continued use of the old method, the
students reported only a 10% change in their problems as compared with
the level reported when the permanent teacher used the old method.
· Nevertheless, future studies would be more deftnitiv~ if repeated mea·
sures were taken during the baseline period and/or the roles of the
teac:hen were counterbalanced with respect to the treatment conditions.
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The distinctive aspect of this procedure is the treatment of the student
as a partner with the te~cher,jointly establishing standards and privileges
and jointly revising them on a structured daily basis in accord with their
different and changing desires and experiences. This concern for the
participation of the client or student (or patient) has been exemplified in
the daily structured session employed in the original token economy with
mental patients to encourage the patients to satisfy their individual desires
(O'Brien, Azrin. & Henson. 1969). Similarly, the reciprocity counseling
procedure for marital problems encouraged both partners equally to establish joint standards and satisfactions for each other (Azrin, Naster, &
Jones, 1973). Behaviorally oriented classrooms generally show special
concern for the student by emphasizing positive reinforcement. minimizing criticism or punishment, arranging special privileges. avoiding labeling of the student, and other student-oriented concerns. A recent example
of this trend toward student responsibility in behavioral programs has
been to allow the student alone to determine the token-exchange ratio for
correct answers to arithmetic problems (Felixbrod & O'Leary. 1973) or
geography questions (Glynn, 1970). The present program extended thi'i
concern for the student by making student responsibility a central concern and directed all of the class procedures in that direction. This
student-oriented concept should not be interpreted as an abdication of
responsibility by the teacher and a presumptive assumption of authority
by the students. Rather, the students in the present program were assuming adult-like responsibilities for self-correcting, or making up for, their
occasional mistakes, and participated as partners with the teacher in
setting standards for themselves while assisting her to meet her responsibilities.
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